Introduction

The shift from broadcast and cable to the digital television model has transformed the communications industry. Consumers want on-demand programming accessible on their computers and mobile devices. While cable and broadcast companies have steadily adapted to consumer demand by making some programming available online by subscription, new market entrants also continue to push the envelope on the distribution of video programming.

This industry innovation has forced regulators to revisit the careful balance of interests steadied by communications regulation. Implicating the policy interests of copyright holders and consumers alike, the intersection of telecommunications and copyright law has been carved by courts, Congress, and federal agencies. It is no surprise, then, that this complex regulatory framework has resulted in inconsistent court rulings over emerging technology in the television industry. A recent and important chapter in this ongoing saga is Fox v. Aerokiller. After the Central District of California gave Internet retransmitters their first legal victory against copyright owners, the Ninth Circuit reversed on appeal. The Ninth Circuit’s Aerokiller opinion cuts short independent judicial analysis to instead rely on the Copyright Office’s position that Internet retransmitters are not eligible for the Copyright Act’s section 111 compulsory license, under which cable systems may make secondary retransmissions of copyrighted content.
Aerkiller and its companion cases regarding over-the-Internet retransmissions are the latest in a long line of jurisprudence at the intersection of copyright and telecommunications that implicate the complex regulatory relationship between courts, Congress, the Copyright Office, and the Federal Communications Commission in setting the balance of copyright protection and emerging technologies.

This Note will examine how the Copyright Act’s broad definition of the exclusive right of public performance and narrow reading of the section 111 compulsory license has resulted in court decisions that leave Internet retransmissions services hanging in legal limbo. These services bear the burden of cable system designation, but do not reap the benefits of any statutory license. Part II will introduce over-the-Internet broadcast retransmission technology. Part III will discuss the development of copyright law in television programming distribution and regulation, ending with the U.S. Supreme Court’s 2014 decision in American Broadcasting Cos. v. Aereo, Inc. Part IV will discuss the Ninth Circuit’s recent decision in Aerkiller. Part V will identify the legal incongruence formed by Aereo and Aerkiller; the parallel public interests in cable retransmissions and over-the-Internet retransmissions; and the significance of Aerkiller in a policy playground currently being shaped by other actors, namely the Copyright Office and the Federal Communications Commission. Part VI concludes.

II. TECHNOLOGY BACKGROUND

Traditional broadcast systems transmit programming by radio waves; cable systems use central antennas to receive programming signals, amplify them, and transmit them through a network of cables. Internet retransmitters also use central antennas to capture television signals, but then translate those signals into data that can be sent over the Internet. The service creates subscriber-specific copies of content, which users can access by logging onto the service’s website. Users can watch programming only a few seconds behind the over-the-air broadcasting, or at any other time they choose, as well as access local programming online.

Aereo was among the first companies to capitalize on this Internet retransmission technology, with Film On X (Film On) following shortly thereafter. At the height of its success, Aereo was well-reviewed by users, and
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saw its popularity grow outside its origin in the Northeast. At the end of 2013, six months before the service shut down, Aereo had about 78,000 subscribers including 27,000 located in the New York City area, 12,000 in the Boston area, and 10,000 in the Atlanta area. As of May 2013, the service offered 28 channels, including all major broadcast channels. Monthly plans started at eight dollars for 20 hours of DVR storage, which allowed users to access recorded programming. Users called the service “brilliantly simple” and claimed it “work[ed] exceptionally well.” They deemed Aereo “a hassle-free way [for users] to add live local programming” to their online streaming.

While Aereo technology grew popular among users, the service created a challenge for the television industry and copyright policy that regulates the distribution of copyrighted programming. It is no wonder the same consumers correctly predicted that the service would be “so sued.” This was not the first time, however, that new technology that provided access to broadcast programming challenged the Copyright Act’s status quo.

III. LEGAL BACKGROUND

Long before over-the-Internet retransmitters like Aereo and Film On, it was the now-powerful cable systems that disrupted the traditional broadcasting model by retransmitting broadcast programming to viewers. They, too, were once “so sued.”

A. COPYRIGHT LAW AND THE PERFORMANCE RIGHT

The Copyright Clause of U.S. Constitution grants Congress the power “[t]o promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries.”
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The Copyright Act of 1790 was the first U.S. federal copyright law. The Act has been updated since, most comprehensively by sweeping changes in 1976, which still govern copyright law in the United States today. According to its Constitutional purpose, copyright regulation seeks to balance the interests of copyright holders with the interests of the public in having access to creative works.15

Copyright protects six basic rights of copyright holders, including the right to “publicly perform” a copyrighted work.16 The public performance right covers literary, musical, dramatic, and choreographic works, as well as pantomimes, motion pictures, and other audiovisual works—which include television programming.17

In the 1960s and early 1970s when cable was first deployed, the legal status of the cable retransmissions of broadcast television was unclear. But after two landmark Supreme Court cases and several years of legislative drafting, the Congress amended the “public performance” right specifically to bring the activity of cable systems within the scope of the Copyright Act.

B. THE RISE OF CABLE TELEVISION

Traditional cable television systems use central antennas to receive television broadcasting signals, amplify them, and then transmit those signals by cable or microwave to their paying customers.18 At its inception, the vast majority of cable television programming was not original content created by cable companies, but, rather, consisted of the “secondary transmission” of signals broadcast by others.19 Cable companies argued that they did not need

15. See id.; see also Mazer v. Stein, 347 U.S. 201, 219 (1954) (quoting United States v. Paramount Pictures, Inc., 334 U.S. 131, 158 (1948), and U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cl. 8) (“The economic philosophy behind the clause empowering Congress to grant patents and copyrights is the conviction that encouragement of individual effort by personal gain is the best way to advance public welfare through the talents of authors and inventors in ‘Science and useful Arts.’ ”); Mark A. Lemley, The Economics of Improvement in Intellectual Property Law, 75 Tex. L. Rev. 989, 993–1000 (1997) (discussing the balance of access and incentives in copyright law); Viva R. Moffat, Mutant Copyrights and Backdoor Patents: The Problem of Overlapping Intellectual Property Protection, 19 Berkeley Tech. L.J. 1473 (2004) (suggesting that more regulation is needed when too many intellectual property protections disrupt the balance between the interest of right holders and the public’s access to creative works).

16. The five other basic rights are the right to reproduce works, the right to prepare derivative works, the right to distribute copies of works, the right to publicly display the work, and the right to digitally transmit sound recordings. 17 U.S.C. § 106 (2012).
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to obtain licenses from the copyright owners of the material because they did not “perform” the material within the meaning of the Copyright Act.20

The U.S. Supreme Court addressed cable technology in two landmark cases: *Fortnightly Corp. v. United Artists Television, Inc.*21 and *Teleprompter Corp. v. Columbia Broadcasting.*22

In *Fortnightly*, the Court was asked whether cable systems “performed” the broadcasted program, under the Copyright Act’s meaning of “perform.”23 It ruled that cable television systems did no more than enhance their viewers’ capacity to receive the broadcast signals, and, thus, did not “perform” the programs that their systems received and carried.24 Importantly, the Court explicitly refused to serve as the gatekeeper of new technology:

> We have been invited . . . to render a compromise decision in this case that would, it is said, accommodate various competing considerations of copyright, communications, and antitrust policy. We decline the invitation. That job is for Congress. We take the Copyright Act of 1909 as we find it.25

When Congress did not act on the Court’s prompt in *Fortnightly*, the Court amplified their call for congressional action in the next big cable systems case that reached their docket. Eight years later, in *Teleprompter*, the Court was asked whether the development of cable retransmissions of “distant signals” now created copyright liability for cable systems.26

Again, the Court chose not to create liability and extended their *Fortnightly* decision.27 It held that the development and implementation of new functions of cable systems did not convert the entire systems, regardless of distance from the broadcasting station, into a “broadcast function.”28 Thus, despite developments in program origination, sale of commercials, and interconnection with other cable systems, cable television operators were still not liable for copyright infringement.29 The Supreme Court also found that the importation of “distant” signals from one community into another did not
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constitute a “performance” under the Copyright Act, explaining that reception of signals was still a “viewer function, irrespective of the distance between the broadcasting station and the ultimate viewer.”

Once again, the Court highlighted its inadequacy as a forum for weighing the costs and benefits of emerging technologies. The Court wrote that it was severely handicapped by the limits of the outdated Copyright Act to which it was bound. The industry had outgrown the “copyright legislation enacted more than half a century ago, when neither broadcast television nor CATV was yet conceived.” The Court repeated that regulation of this field should be left to Congress.

Where the Fortnightly court gave Congress a wink, the Teleprompter court was not afraid to shout. The decision spurred congressional action and soon after Congress amended the Copyright Act to explicitly cover the act of cable retransmissions.

C. THE 1976 COPYRIGHT ACT, THE PUBLIC PERFORMANCE RIGHT AND SECTION 111 COMPULSORY LICENSING

In 1961, Congress set out to comprehensively update the Copyright Act to adapt to new technologies and international standards. The revision process was slowed until 1972, in part, by the substantial complications arising from emerging cable technology.

Congress finally acted after the Teleprompter decision in 1976. Congress found that the basic operations of cable providers are based on the distribution of copyrighted material, and, thus, copyright royalties should be paid by cable operators to copyright holders.

To codify this conclusion, Congress first asserted a broad definition of the Act’s meaning of performance. Under the Act, to “perform” means “to recite, render, play, dance, or act [a work], either directly or by means of any device or process or, in the case of a motion picture or other audiovisual work, to show its images in any sequence or to make the sounds accompanying it
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audible." Congress added that a performance may be achieved “‘either directly or by means of any device or process,’ including all kinds of equipment for reproducing or amplifying sounds or visual images, any sort of transmitting apparatus, any type of electronic retrieval system, and any other techniques and systems not yet in use or even invented.”

Then, Congress amended the Act to include the Transmit Clause to broaden the definition of what it meant to “publicly” perform a work. According to the Transmit Clause, a work is performed “publicly” when the performance is transmitted to the public “by means of any device or process, whether the members of the public capable of receiving the performance or display receive it in the same place or in separate places and at the same time or at different times.” Congress did not mask their intent behind these changes. The House Report explicitly declared: “a cable television system is performing when it retransmits the broadcast to its subscribers” and such retransmissions are “public” even when the potential recipients are limited to “the subscribers of a cable television service.”

Yet, Congress valued the public benefit of wider dissemination of television programming provided by cable. So, once Congress concluded that cable systems were liable for copyright infringement, it sought a solution to keep the technology alive. Congress noted that it would be “impractical and unduly burdensome” to require all cable systems to negotiate with every copyright owner whose work was retransmitted by a cable system. As a result, Congress developed a compromise in the form of compulsory licensing of broadcasting signals for cable systems—section 111 of the Copyright Act.

Section 111’s compulsory license enabled cable systems to bypass the transaction costs and impracticalities of negotiating individual licenses with dozens of copyright owners, while simultaneously ensuring that copyright owners were compensated.
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Section 111 applies to a “cable system” as defined as “a facility” in the United States that “receives signals transmitted or programs” by television broadcast stations and makes “secondary transmissions of such signals or programs by wires, cables, microwave or other communications channels to subscribing members of the public who pay for such service.”

D. AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANIES V. AEREO INC.

Fast forward almost forty years later: the interests of broadcasters and television innovators were unbalanced yet again by the invention of over-the-Internet retransmission systems. Indeed, this constant battle between industry stakeholders and new market entrants is a defining theme of copyright jurisprudence:

We can predict that conflicts between incumbent and challenger disseminators will arise so long as two things are true: first, that more efficient technologies of dissemination will be invented and second, that there exists the possibility, but not the certainty, of convincing government to provide laws that can be used against a competitor.

The new challenger here was Aereo. American Broadcasting Companies (ABC) claimed Aereo violated their rights under the Copyright Act by selling a service that allowed subscribers to watch television programs over the Internet almost simultaneously while they were broadcast over the air. ABC argued that Aereo was infringing their right to “perform” their works “publicly,” as defined by the Transmit Clause of the Copyright Act.

Aereo argued that because users themselves selected which programs they wanted to watch and receive, only Aereo’s users “performed” the works and Aereo itself served only as an equipment supplier. The Supreme Court rejected this argument, finding that by adding the Transmit Clause, Congress clearly intended to bring exactly this type of activity within the scope of the Copyright Act. Aereo’s services, the Court wrote, were “substantially similar” to the very cable operations Congress amended the Act to cover.

The Court found the text of the Transmit Clause made clear that a system that “acts like a [cable] system itself performs, even if when doing so, it simply
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enhances viewers’ ability to receive broadcast television signals.” Based on the substantial similarity of the activities, rather than the specifics of each technology, the Court concluded that “Congress would as much have intended to protect a copyright holder from the unlicensed activities of Aereo as from those of cable companies.”

Having settled the performance issue, the Court then rejected Aereo’s claim that the works were not performed “publicly” because they were each received by only one subscriber. The Transmit Clause broadly defines the right to transmit a performance of protected content “to the public, by means of any device or process” whether members of the public “receive it in the same place or in separate places and at the same time or at different times.” The Court found that Aereo’s subscribers collectively constituted “the public” because they were a “large number of people who are unrelated and unknown to each other,” even if programs were received by different people at different times and locations. The Court stated that these “behind-the-scenes technological differences” did not distinguish Aereo from cable television, given Congress’s regulatory objectives.

In his dissent, Justice Scalia maintained that Aereo did not “perform” the works at all because it was the viewers who “performed” the work when they selected the content. Focusing on the technology distinctions between Aereo and cable, Justice Scalia argued that, unlike the cable systems Congress targeted with the 1976 Amendments, Aereo did not capture and transmit a range of broadcast signals for subscribers at all times, but rather only transmitted the specific programs at specific times, both selected by the user. Justice Scalia wrote that the majority “disregard[ed] widely accepted rules for service-provider liability and adopt[ed] in their place an improvised standard (‘looks-like-cable-TV’) that will sow confusion for years to come.”

Justice Scalia was right in predicting the confusion the “results-driven” opinion would cause, which was squarely manifested in the paradoxical holding in Aereokiller.
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E. **AFTER AEREO: “TURN[ING] LEMONS INTO LEMONADE”**

Aereo ceased operations soon after losing in the Supreme Court, but other Internet retransmitters continued providing their services, armed with a new argument for the courts. Faced with copyright infringement suits yet again, Internet retransmitters, including Film On, argued that since Aereo concluded that online retransmitters publicly performed the works “like cable systems,” their activities should be eligible for section 111’s compulsory license, and attempted to comply with the license’s requirements. Most courts, however, did not buy the argument, deferring instead Copyright Office’s opinion that Internet retransmissions should not be eligible for compulsory licensing.

Under doctrines of judicial deference, courts defer to an agency interpretation that is reasonable—the *Chevron* test—or persuasive—the *Skidmore* test—depending on which test applies.

The Copyright Office has historically opposed all statutory licensing for copyrighted works, preferring that licensing be determined in the market by copyright owners through the exercise of their exclusive rights. The Office opposes section 111 on policy grounds, but recognizes that the permanence


of cable (and later satellite) licenses has created expectations for both copyright holders and consumers, making elimination of the license difficult.68

The Copyright Office first published their opposition to granting compulsory licenses to Internet retransmitters in a 1997 report.69 Early Internet retransmission innovators argued that they faced the same economic and logistical difficulties that early cable companies faced in negotiating individual licenses.70 But convinced by testimony from copyright owners, broadcasters, and cable interests, the Office concluded that it would be inappropriate to extend the existing scheme or create a new compulsory license scheme for Internet retransmitters, an industry “so vastly different” from other retransmission services.71 The Office reasoned that unlike satellite and cable, Internet retransmitters were not subject to FCC regulation, had no geographic limitations, and were more likely to be subject to unauthorized copying and dissemination.72 Moreover, the Office adopted the FCC’s “wait and see” approach for the burgeoning industry: not interfering with the development of the Internet was best practice. At this time, the FCC recognized that the Internet’s growth would shift the communications industry from “regulated monopolies to a world of overlapping competitive firms.”73 The government’s only responsibility was to open doors. As such, the Office thought that a compulsory license scheme would go against this spirit, creating a competitive disadvantage for content providers to directly make their content available on the Internet.74

Early online video providers argued that streaming audiovisual media was extremely expensive and logistically challenging: new services faced a disadvantage trying to negotiate with large content providers who could withhold rights to prevent new competition in the market.75 To those innovators, setting geographic limitations were plausible technological adaptions, but ones that would undermine the potential of the technology
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entirely: the Internet was exciting because it was an unparalleled global communications medium. While the Office reasoned that a deregulatory approach would ensure market competitiveness, innovators argued just the opposite: an administrative scheme was necessary to buoy the experimental nature of Internet retransmitters.

In 2000, the Office restated its earlier conclusion that a compulsory licensing scheme for Internet retransmissions would be inappropriate. The Office reiterated that the Internet’s unregulated nature—making content “instantaneously worldwide” and vulnerable to improper copying—made it a “poor candidate” for a compulsory license. The Office expanded on two points: (1) a licensing scheme would create a competitive disadvantage to content providers and (2) raise international concerns.

On the first point, the Office highlighted that Internet retransmitters do not build delivery platforms like cable and satellite systems but use an existing platform broadcasters can exploit on their own. As such, copyright owners should decide for themselves if they want to distribute content online, and not be dictated by a government system. Internet streaming, the Office continued, is inherently vulnerable to illegal downloading and dissemination. And the decision to assume that risk should be left to copyright holders.

Secondly, the Office worried that a scheme would violate international copyright obligations. Under the Berne Convention, the retransmission of work by any means must be subject to the author’s exclusive rights. While exceptions exist for compulsory licensing schemes, those exceptions are limited by territorial restrictions. To coexist with Berne obligations, the Office concluded that a compulsory license for Internet retransmissions could only permit retransmissions in the United States. At that time, the Office found no technology one hundred percent capable of preventing reception outside the United States.
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Nearly a decade later, in 2009, the Office maintained this position, reiterating concerns about geographical limitations and piracy, but added a new argument: The Internet has flourished as a platform for video programming without help from any statutory scheme.\textsuperscript{88}

IV. CASE SUMMARY

Nearly all courts relied on this Copyright Office position rejecting Internet retransmitters’ request to be included under section 111—all but one. The first, and only, court to rule in favor of Internet retransmitters was the Central District of California in \textit{Fox v. AereoKiller} in 2015.\textsuperscript{89}

A. FACTS

A group of broadcasting and cable industry giants,\textsuperscript{90} collectively “Fox,” brought suit in the U.S. District Court for the Central District of California against Internet retransmitter Film On for copyright infringement.\textsuperscript{91} The plaintiffs moved for summary judgment to find that Film On was not entitled to the section 111 compulsory license.\textsuperscript{92}

Like Aereo, Film On captured over-the-air broadcast programming and retransmitted select programming to its paying customers through the Film On website.\textsuperscript{93} The service allowed subscribers to access nearly simultaneous live streams of broadcast television over the Internet on their personal electronic devices.\textsuperscript{94}

\textsuperscript{88.} Statement of Marybeth Peters, The Register of Copyrights, before the Subcommittee on Courts, The Internet and Intellectual Property of the House Committee on the Judiciary 111th Cong. (Feb. 25, 2009) [hereinafter 2009 Register of Copyright Statement to Congress]; U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, SATELLITE HOME VIEWER EXTENSION AND REAUTHORIZATION ACT SECTION 109 REPORT 23–33, 85, 87 (June 30, 2008) [hereinafter SHVERA REPORT].

\textsuperscript{89.} Fox Television Stations, Inc. v. AereoKiller, 115 F. Supp. 3d 1152, 1167 (C.D. Cal. 2015).


\textsuperscript{91.} \textit{Fox Television Stations, Inc. v. Film On X, LLC} consolidated with \textit{NBCUniversal Media, LLC v. Film On X, LLC} for rulings on cross-motions for summary judgment as to compulsory license eligibility under 17 U.S.C. § 111 (2012). \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{92.} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{93.} \textit{Id.} at 1156.

\textsuperscript{94.} \textit{Id.}
Film On operated facilities in certain regional markets, housing antennas and other electronic equipment to capture programming transmissions. That captured programming was then transmitted to specific paying customers over the Internet. When users accessed the Film On website, the Film On server provided a list of available programming. Users then picked a broadcast channel, and the request was directed to a local Film On facility. Users could watch programs almost simultaneously or at any other time. Film On omitted all closed captioning, played an advertisement before users could view the selected programming, and added the Film On logo. Otherwise, Film On did not alter the programming.

In October 2014, after Aereo, Film On mailed approximately 130 letters to broadcasters informing them of their intent to restart operations as a multichannel video programming distributor (MVPD) in certain markets, and attempted to comply with other cable regulations. Attempting to comply with section 111, Film On also submitted Statements of Account to the Copyright Office for each six-month period between August 2012 and July 2014, and paid the corresponding fees.

With hopes of restarting their business after Aereo, Film On modified their service by adding further protections for content. The service claimed to restrict user access to programming based on the user location, and used an encryption key to ensure that only the user with the authorized IP address was able to view the stream, and only for a limited time. Ostensibly, Film On’s updated geolocation system sought to deny access to any broadcast channel unless the user’s credit card address was within the relevant designated market

95. Appellees’ Consolidated Opposition Brief at 11–12, Fox Television Stations, Inc. v. Aereokiller, LLC, No. 15-56420 (9th Cir. Mar. 28, 2016).
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97. AereoKiller, 115 F. Supp. 3d at 1156.
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102. Id. at 1159. Film On requested local broadcasters to inform them if they elected “must-carve status. “Must-carve” regulation states that locally licensed television stations may require a cable operator that serves the same market to carry its signal. See Cable Carriage of Broadcast Stations, FED. COMM. COMMISSION (Dec. 9, 2015), https://www.fcc.gov/media/cable-carriage-broadcast-stations [https://perma.cc/B2EK-H7A7].
103. Unsurprisingly, however, Film On did not pay the required royalties for the networks with whom they were then in litigation. See AereoKiller, 115 F. Supp. 3d at 1158.
104. See id. at 1156–59.
105. Id. at 1157–58.
area. Additionally, the new system required mobile viewing devices to be located within the market area at the time of transmission. Film On also hired a third-party service to prevent users from other markets from using proxy servers to access market-specific content. Evidence presented at trial, however, suggested that Film On’s new software was not fully developed and vulnerable to manipulation.

Plaintiff Fox argued that (1) Film On did not meet section 111’s definition of a “cable system;” (2) Aereo did not support the conclusion that Film On is a “cable system;” and, (3) section 111 should be construed narrowly. In addition, Fox pointed to the unanimity of court decisions across the country in its favor. But Fox also urged that if the statutory language was found unclear, the court should defer to the Copyright Office’s position that Internet retransmitters are not “cable systems” that qualify for the Act’s compulsory license. Drawing attention to the Copyright Office’s view was a strategic move by the appellants. Fox repeatedly highlighted the Copyright Office’s responsibility of administering the Act, subtly giving weight to its favorable opinion. They called it a “textbook” case for administrative deference.

Film On, on the other hand, defended the singular opinion of the lower court, maintaining that (1) section 111 was “technology agnostic,” consistent with both the 1976 Act and Aereo; (2) Film On was a cable system eligible for the section 111 license; and, (3) the district court correctly declined to defer to the view of the Copyright Office.

Moreover, the two sides held different interpretations of Congress’s intent regarding the Act’s 1976 amendments. Film On argued that Congress crafted the language of the Act to expand public access to over-the-air programming, and to stand the test of time. Film On argued that Congress drafted the amendments to anticipate the future technological advances in television retransmission, “not to technologically handcuff an industry for almost half a
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112. Id. at 3, 10, 46.
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century.”116 Deference to the Copyright Office was not warranted, Film On concluded, because the statute “unambiguously encompass[ed]” their service.117 Fox, on the other hand, argued that Film On’s argument “ignore[s] the canon of construction that compulsory licenses . . . are to be narrowly construed.”118

B. PROCEDURAL HISTORY

1. The California District Court’s Break from National Pattern

Among all the infringement cases brought against Internet retransmitters across the country in the wake of Aereo, the California District Court was the only court that agreed with retransmitters.119

The district court noted that plaintiffs, much like the defendants, had dramatically flipped from their position in Aereo deemphasizing technological differences. Now, plaintiffs highlighted the technological differences between a cable company and Film On as “exceedingly meaningful.”120 While the Aereo court did not consider the same section 111 question, Judge Wu of the Central District of California wrote that Aereo was “about as close a statement directly in Defendants’ favor as could be made[.]”121

Furthermore, the court wrote that its holding followed the judicial trajectory that began in Fortnightly, where the Supreme Court refused to pull cable television technology within the Copyright Act’s meaning of performance despite its vast innovation: “[C]ourts consistently reject the argument that technological changes affect the balance of rights as between broadcasters and retransmitters in the wake of technological innovation” and that such rebalancing must be left to Congress.122

Judge Wu wrote that the Copyright Office’s opinions, while influential, certainly did not control, as they did not control in Fortnightly and Teleprompter:

Given that the Office disagrees with Congress [against the very existence of section 111], it is no surprise that it seeks to cabin the statute whenever possible. However, this administrative opposition to Congressional text requires a particularly close look at any assertion that courts should defer to the agency’s interpretation.123

116. Id.
117. Id.
118. Brief of Petitioner-Appellant, supra note 110, at 22.
119. See supra note 64 and accompanying text.
120. AereoKiller, 115 F. Supp. 3d 1152, 1163 (C.D. Cal. 2015).
121. Id. at 1163.
122. Id.
123. Id. at 1164 (emphasis added).
The court, further challenging deference to the Office, emphasized that copyright law does not exist in a vacuum, but is instead “intertwined with equally complex provisions of communications law and policy—the implications of which are outside the expertise of the Copyright Office and require further consideration by Congress.”

Ultimately, the court found the statute clear and unambiguous, and, thus, did not warrant a discussion of legislative history or administrative interpretation. Relying on the plain meaning of the statute, the court held that Film On should be eligible for the section 111 license.

The district court’s opinion kept with the Fortnightly model of strict statutory interpretation of the Copyright Act’s plain meaning (and rejected the Aereo “would have intended” model), irrespective of the policy arguments against the result. In light of the far-reaching implications, however, the court recommended immediate appeal.

2. Ninth Circuit Reversal

Unlike the district court below it, a Ninth Circuit panel found the plain meaning of section 111 to be inconclusive, and subsequently deferred to the Copyright Office’s sufficiently persuasive opinion that Internet retransmitters are not “cable systems” under section 111.

The court found the language of section 111 to be ambiguous as to whether, to qualify as a “cable system,” a retransmission service must have control over the means it uses to transmit material (plaintiffs urged it did); or whether the Internet fell within the Act’s meaning of “other communications channels” that can be used by cable systems to make secondary transmissions (as defendants urged).

Turning to legislative intent, the court called Film On’s interpretation of the statute as technology agnostic “a poor fit” with section 111’s text. The
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court admitted that the definition of cable system was “ambiguous,” but not completely without detail. It found that Congress’s decision to apply section 111 only to “cable systems” revealed that it sought to exclude all other types of retransmitters. It was also convinced by Congress’s later additions of sections 119 and 122, establishing compulsory licensing schemes for satellite providers that granted them similar rights to cable providers. To the court, this revealed that Congress made a specific choice to create a new scheme rather than expand section 111 to encompass new technology.

Moreover, the imbalance of interests solved by the creation of section 111, according to the court, did not exist here. In creating section 111, Congress sought to “restore a measure of protection to copyright owners,” while simultaneously supporting the important public good served by cable systems. That public good was transmitting broadcasting to geographically distant and isolated American communities that did not receive over-the-air signals. The statutory scheme helped an early cable industry with little market power overcome the transaction costs of negotiating individual licenses with all copyright holders. The solution also prevented cable companies from losing all the infrastructure investments they had already made and would even benefit copyright holders by exposing new audiences to their content.

Comparing these climates, the court found that the benefits of Internet retransmissions did not equate. Internet retransmissions did not hold the same public interest value because they were not reaching otherwise unserved communities, there was no evidence that such services lacked the market power needed to negotiate licenses individually, and the content providers could just use the platforms themselves. Furthermore, the court stressed that because Internet retransmissions had no geographic boundaries and were much more vulnerable to piracy than cable retransmissions, they posed “a more serious threat to the value and integrity of copyrighted works.”

The court thus believed the appellants’ argument to be significantly stronger based on the statutory text and legislative history, but still reasoned that a plain reading of the Act did not explicitly exclude Film On from the
license. As such, the court turned to the Copyright Office. The court highlighted four instances, in official reports and testimony before Congress, in which the Office “specifically and unequivocally” said that Internet-based retransmission services are not cable systems under section 111.

The court chose to apply the Skidmore standard, a somewhat less deferential standard, to the Office’s opinion. Under Skidmore, the court concluded that the Office’s position was “persuasive and reasonable,” and, thus, owed deference. The court reached this conclusion based on support from the statutory text, the Office’s consistent position on the matter since it first expressed its views, and congressional inaction on the issue, despite knowledge of the Office’s position. The court concluded that the decision did not conflict with Aereo, which dealt with a completely different provision, the Transmit Clause, with far broader terms.

In sum, the Ninth Circuit ruled that section 111, as drafted in 1976, did not make clear whether Internet retransmitters would be eligible for the compulsory license for cable systems, and, as such, relied on the Copyright Office’s sufficiently persuasive and reasonable opinion that they were not eligible for the license.

V. ANALYSIS

The holdings in Aereo and Aereokiller combine to cut the cord on Internet television retransmission services like Aereo and Film On. Despite parallels with cable systems, their fates did not play out the same: doors were opened for cable innovators; they’ve been shut for Internet innovators.

Though legally plausible, the result of Aereo-Aereokiller reflects an awkward union of a narrow reading of section 111 with a broad reading of the Transmit Clause. The Ninth Circuit gives unjustifiable weight to the Copyright Office’s opinion that is actually in tension with both historical policy concerns over market access for new technology, and with modern FCC policy goals to make technology neutral video programming regulation more inclusive of over-the-Internet retransmissions.
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A. The Aereo-Aereokiller Outcome Resulted from Different Models of Statutory Interpretation of the Public Performance Right and the Compulsory License

Though the Supreme Court avoided creating liability in Teleprompter and Fortnightly, it did just that in Aereo. In ruling that Aereo “publicly performed” under the meaning of the Copyright Act, the Supreme Court found that Congress would have intended to include the activities of Aereo in its definition and held Aereo liable for copyright infringement.\(^{150}\)

This contrasts with Judge Wu’s opinion in the U.S. District Court for the Central District of California. Judge Wu explicitly sought to follow in the tradition of Teleprompter and Fortnightly by refraining from creating new communications regulation and instead read the Act as written.\(^{151}\)

The Ninth Circuit diverged from both Teleprompter and Fortnightly and disagreed with Judge Wu. According to the Ninth Circuit, the statute did not contain enough explicit language to tell them “what the law is.” Unlike the Supreme Court in Aereo, it did not decide the case by interpreting what Congress “would have intended;” the Ninth Circuit called the well-documented legislative history of section 111 “a wash” (and concluded that the Copyright Office would have a better picture of that history anyway).\(^{152}\)

The result is an Aereo decision that gives Internet transmissions the burden of cable system liability, but an Aereokiller decision that denies them the benefit of cable system compulsory licensing, excluding Internet retransmitters from a pathway into the industry.

The two opinions can plausibly coexist. The Aereo and Aereokiller courts interpreted two separate provisions of the Act: the public performance right found in section 101, and the compulsory license found in section 111. The Ninth Circuit reasoned that the addition of the Transmit Clause to the public performance right sought to include general retransmissions within the scope of the Copyright Act, while section 111 is a narrow statutory license meant to bolster cable systems technology.\(^{153}\)

The Ninth Circuit distinguished the language and legislative intent behind the two provisions. In confirming that cable systems “performed” the
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retransmitted programming under the Act, Congress sought to broadly include “all kinds of equipment . . . any sort of transmitting apparatus . . . and any other techniques and systems not yet in use or even invented.”154 Congress’s focus was not on the technology, but the activity itself—balancing the interests of the stakeholders in the distribution of copyrighted works. The House Report states that the definition of “transmit”—“to communicate a performance or display by any device or process whereby images or sound are received beyond the place from which they are sent”—is purposefully “broad enough to include all conceivable forms and combinations of wires and wireless communications media, including but by no means limited to radio and television broadcasting as we know them.”155 Aereo relied on this legislative history when it declared the public performance right technologically agnostic, minimizing the technology distinctions and maximizing the essential purpose of the activity.156

This same technology-agnostic intent does not exist for the section 111 compulsory license. Section 111 specifically defines a “cable system” as “a facility . . . that receives signals transmitted or programs” broadcasted by broadcast television stations “and makes secondary transmissions of such signals or programs by wires, cables, microwave, or other communications channels to subscribing members of the public who pay for such service.”157 A plain reading of this text could conclude that the Internet does not qualify as a facility under the control of Film On, nor did “other communications channels” conceive of Internet technology. Moreover, one could reasonably argue that legislative history reveals that Congress did not seek to expand the license beyond cable systems.

Distinguishing the legislative intent behind the two provisions so drastically, however, ignores their concurrent histories. The updated public performance right and the compulsory license are not provisions separated by different time periods or political atmospheres. They were created in the same set of amendments in 1976, by the same individuals who worked almost two decades to pair the provisions to create a compromise between broadcasting and copyright stakeholders and cable television upstarts. The two provisions served as essential weights on the teetering scales Congress attempted to settle with the 1976 Copyright Act. Interpreting one provision as narrow and the other as broad is defensible, but deeming the legislative intent behind one as conclusive, as the Aereo court did, and the other as “a wash,” as the Aereokiller

court did, is to come to markedly different conclusions about the same legislative history.

B. **LIKE CABLE, THERE IS A PUBLIC INTEREST IN INTERNET RETRANSMISSIONS**

Because of the public benefits of cable retransmission, Congress created a statutory licensing scheme to ensure their survival. With Internet retransmissions, neither courts nor the Copyright Office have identified the public benefits of enabling Internet retransmissions, but innovators and other policymakers disagree. If Internet retransmitters warrant a compulsory license scheme, it is critical to ask why, beyond an examination of outdated statutory language.

In order to answer whether the social benefits of Internet retransmission warrant a compulsory licensing scheme, it is essential to identify the social benefits of cable that drove Congress to set up a compulsory scheme in cable’s favor. If those same benefits of cable persist for modern over-the-Internet retransmissions, then there is a robust policy argument to include Internet retransmitters within a compulsory license. The public’s interest in cable is the very purpose of the creation of section 111. On the Copyright Act, Congress said “the bill reflects our belief that authors’ rights should be stated in the statute in broad terms and that the specific limitations on them should not go any further than is shown to be necessary in the public interest.”

“Necessary in the public interest” is a broad phrase, but certainly not one without direction. When section 111 was created, there were particularly high hopes for the benefits of cable. Cable was described as “having near-utopian promise for social liberation” that would bring unlimited and diverse channels of information into American homes.

Internet retransmitters, opponents argue, do not elicit this same utopian good. To opponents, they do not provide, nor do they seek to provide, newfound access to content in areas of geographic isolation; they provide a geographically limitless, rather than local, service. Moreover, the Copyright Office maintains that Internet distribution makes copyrighted works vulnerable to digital theft and dissemination in a way cable did not.

---
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addition, both the Office and the Aereokiller court found no evidence that Internet retransmitters lacked the market power needed to negotiate licenses individually. For cable upstarts, Congress implicitly assumed the obvious transactions costs of rag-tag inventors negotiating with broadcasting powerhouses.\(^\text{162}\) Now, the Copyright Office points to the success of online video platforms as proof that a statutory licensing scheme is not needed to keep them competitive.\(^\text{163}\)

This is not the first time, however, that Congress has been asked to consider expanding this license to cover a new technology. Satellite technology challenged the balance of the Act as well. In 1991, the Eleventh Circuit held that a satellite carrier was a cable system covered by section 111’s compulsory licensing scheme.\(^\text{164}\) Seven years later, in 1998, Congress responded by codifying a separate statutory license for satellite carriers under section 119 of the Copyright Act.\(^\text{165}\) Once again, Congress determined that it was in the public interest to maintain the increased access to broadcasting content created by a new transmissions technology.\(^\text{166}\)

Congress intended section 119 to be only a temporary license set to expire after five years. The statute, however, has been repeatedly reauthorized since.\(^\text{167}\) The creation of this additional provision, on an interim basis, has been interpreted as a warning to courts that section 111 should not be read to include any new technologically-distinct retransmissions systems.\(^\text{168}\) It could also show, however, that the continued renewal of this initially temporary solution proves just the opposite—it works. The continued existence of statutory licenses despite opposition from the Copyright Office may be evidence itself that such schemes are the optimal market solution, and, excluding new retransmissions systems from this model puts them at a disadvantage.

In its amicus brief for Film On, the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) urged that a technological-neutral interpretation of section 111 better serves copyright’s constitutional purpose by reserving some value of copyrighted works to the public. The transaction costs of negotiating licenses, they urged,

\(^{162}\) Wu, supra note 159, at 178–79 (“In the late 1960s, cable had a distinctive identity. It was scrappy industry of small-town entrepreneurs in perpetual trouble with the law.”); Id. at 178.
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remained “insurmountably high” for new competitors. Television retransmission technology need not invoke “near utopian promise” to prove its public good. Statutory licenses, the EFF argued, are meant to give new competitors like Film On the constitutionally-prescribed “breathing room” needed, give viewers more choices, incentivize market innovation, and increase access to creative works in the long term.

C. IN ITS DEFERENCE TO THE COPYRIGHT OFFICE, THE NINTH CIRCUIT’S AEREOKILLER OPINION PAINTS AN INCOMPLETE PICTURE OF BROADCASTING REGULATION

Courts defer to the Copyright Office when application or interpretation of Office regulations or longstanding practice is implicated. The U.S. Copyright Office, part of the Library of Congress (thus, an arm of the legislative branch of the federal government) supervises copyright registration and deposit, recordation of transfers, payment of fees, and other related functions. Congress relies on the Office to provide its technical expertise in the legislative process, often in the form of studies. The Ninth Circuit has previously awarded deference to the Copyright Office in interpreting copyright law, relying on Cablevision Sys. Dev. Co. v. Motion Picture Ass’n of Am., Inc., in fact, deferred to the Office specifically on a section 111 issue.

In Aereokiller, the court begins its analysis: “It is crucial to point out that we do not confront [section] 111’s compulsory licensing scheme on a blank slate, because there is an agency interpretation in the background.” This statement is a startling admission by the court on the influence of the Copyright Office’s opinion in its decision even before it independently worked
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to declare the provision ambiguous. Procedure requires that a court find a statute to be ambiguous before deferring to agency opinion. A court must, in fact, confront a statute as “a blank slate” to identify its plain meaning. Only if the meaning is ambiguous should a court look outside of its independent analysis for the opinion of an outside agency. A Skidmore level of judicial deference requires a court to evaluate the Office’s opinion for persuasiveness and reasonability. However, before even doing so, the court aligned its own analysis of section 111 with the Copyright Office’s opinion in mind, and prepared to come to the same conclusion.¹⁷⁷

Furthermore, unlike Judge Wu in the district court, the Ninth Circuit chose to ignore the complex interplay between copyright and communications law, and to ignore the other actors involved—including those that may be better-equipped to regulate the communications industry than the Copyright Office altogether, like the FCC.

The Copyright Office itself has stated their opinion is, in part, dependent on FCC regulation.¹⁷⁸ Internet retransmissions services do not qualify for section 111, the Office has said, partly because they are not regulated as cable systems by the FCC.¹⁷⁹ If, then, the FCC were to regulate Internet retransmitters as cable systems, the Office may rethink its opinion. And the FCC may currently be doing just that.¹⁸⁰

In 2014, after Aereo, the FCC released a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM), updating FCC rules to modernize its interpretation of the term “multichannel video programming distributor” (MVPD) to include services that make available for purchase, by subscribers or customers, multiple linear streams of video programming, regardless of the technology used to distribute the programming.¹⁸¹ In sharp contrast with the narrow construction of section 111’s definition of a cable system, the FCC proposes that MVPD be defined “in a broad and technology-neutral way to ensure that it would not only cover video providers using technologies that existed in 1992, but rather be sufficiently flexible to cover providers using new technologies such as Internet

¹⁷⁷. Id. at 1007.
¹⁸¹. FCC NPRM, supra note 180, at 11.
delivery.” Creating industry access for Internet retransmitters, the FCC wrote, aligns with the Commission’s pro-consumer values in MVPD regulation.

Promoting the broad distribution of communications services is an essential purpose of the FCC. The Communications Act of 1934 authorized the FCC “to make available, so far as possible, to all the people of the United States, without discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, or sex, a rapid, efficient, Nation-wide, and world-wide wire and radio communication service with adequate facilities at reasonable charges.”

Following Aereo, former FCC Chairman Tom Wheeler declared that technology-neutral rules spur competition. “[T]he definition of MVPD,” he urged, “should turn on the services that a provider offers, not on how those services reach viewers.” Wheeler said that making rules technology-neutral allows both new and incumbent television transmitters to take advantage of online transmission. Regulations should allow for new business models to bring new choices to customers.

This, however, stands in contrast to the positions of the courts and Copyright Office regarding Internet retransmissions. As such, the FCC sought commentary on the interplay between communications and copyright law. The FCC intended to explore how this technology-neutral interpretation would affect license negotiation between broadcasters and Internet-based retransmitters, especially if the Copyright Office does not grant statutory licenses to Internet retransmitters. The FCC also asked if this updated definition of Internet-based television programming distributors as MVPD’s and the Copyright’s Office position that Internet-based distributors do not
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qualify for the compulsory license would even create a workable regulatory scheme.188

Once again, the copyright’s communications policy may play out in several regulatory arenas. The answer may lie within the Copyright Office’s response to the proposal. Others say courts could play a role, as well. In support, the EFF has said that although the Copyright Act and the Communications Act are separate bodies of law, the broadcasting compulsory licenses in the Copyright Act were written with MVPDs in mind.189 The EFF contends that awarding Internet-based retransmitters MVPD status, giving them regulatory parity with incumbent services for purposes of the Communications Act, may encourage courts to treat such services as cable systems for Copyright Act purposes, establishing regulatory parity and technological neutrality across statutes.190

FCC regulation could also be an answer to some of the policy concerns driving the Copyright Office’s position: Internet retransmitters’ lack of geographical limitations, and lack of technological prevention against copying and dissemination.

First, the Copyright Office has stated that: “A compulsory licensing regime that required retransmissions to be encrypted, and prohibited foreign distribution of the decoding technology, could satisfy the territorial limitations of Berne” so long as the technology could effectively prevent reception of the retransmitted signals outside the United States.191 Essentially, a service that developed solid geographic limitations could change its position on the appropriateness of a compulsory license scheme.

Moreover, the Copyright Office has focused on ineffective technology protections from copying and dissemination as a reason to refuse to grant compulsory licenses to Internet retransmitters. This suggests then that effective technological protection measures (TPMs) could be a possible solution for Internet retransmissions services. Effective TPMs could prevent the infringing uses imagined by broadcasters and copyright holders, while allowing Internet retransmitters the benefits of compulsory licensing. While the enforcement of TPMs is mostly left up to the market, (through contract law, for example) copyright scholars suggest that the FCC could play a larger
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role. With its deep knowledge of the industry, the FCC may be best equipped to establish a standard of TPMs that is “less restrictive, more consistent with the intentionally limited protections granted by copyright law, and also closer to consumer preferences than the market-regulated alternatives would have been.” Compared to the Copyright Office, the FCC is more accustomed to assessing and reassessing data about industry conditions and practices and competitive conditions; has better experience in the specialized treatment of television industry; and has held a role in promoting Copyright’s goals of promoting creativity, production, and access to communications services. Certainly, with any discussion of increased government regulation come concerns about bureaucratic inefficiency, but uniformity may be better than the unregulated alternative. The FCC may be the only agency that has demonstrated an understanding of the intersection of copyright and communications policy.

VI. CONCLUSION

Aereo-Aereokiller reflects the legal roadblock created by Congress when it drafted a Copyright Act that includes broad copyrights and limited exceptions. By creating a narrow compulsory license for cable systems, Congress sought to protect the rights of copyright holders while expanding access to programming, but it simultaneously created an Act that would be rapidly outpaced by technology. Indeed, section 111 is not the result of regulatory foresight, but an exhausted compromise after two decades of negotiation.

Copyright scholar Jessica Litman identified this problem early on: “[t]he definition of performance was designed to encompass future technological developments; the privileges and limitations were not.” Internet retransmission has become the poster child for this dichotomy. The Supreme Court was able to interpret the Transmit Clause to encompass the activities brought about by technological advances, but the Ninth Circuit could not simultaneously interpret the license to keep up with those same advances. Litman wrote: “[d]efining very broad rights subject to very specific exceptions
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creates a systemic bias: the exceptions will quickly grow obsolete, while the increasing less qualified rights will endure.”

With over-the-Internet retransmissions technology, this has unfolded as predicted. The solution, then, may be for the Copyright Office to update its interpretation of the Act, in line with the FCC’s attempts to be technology-neutral, and match the flexible rights of copyright holders with equally flexible limitations.

Despite the Copyright Office and the Ninth Circuit’s conclusions that Internet retransmissions do not have the same public benefits of cable, there is consumer interest in promoting broadcast retransmissions. This matches the policy goals otherwise held by the Copyright Office and FCC, as well as Congress’s intent in creating section 111. This was also the interest the Supreme Court had in mind in both *Fortnightly* and *Teleprompter* when it decided against creating copyright infringement liability in order to maintain the increased access to broadcast content through cable retransmissions. The Court broke from this tradition in *Aereo*, but it certainly did not reject copyright’s Constitutional purpose to promote innovation in science and the arts.

Compulsory licensing is, of course, not the only way to remain competitive. The Copyright Office has actually highlighted Netflix and other thriving online content providers as examples of industry newcomers that have broken into the market without the help of compulsory licensing. Other scholars share the Office’s opinion and argue against the use of compulsory licensing in general.

Despite some success among Internet retransmitters, *Aereo-Aereokiller* discourages a much broader, essential pathway for technological innovation—the savvy exploitation of legal loopholes. Communications law and policy scholar Tim Wu wrote that the very evolution of information technology “is powered by disruptive innovations that upend once thriving industries,
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bankrupt the dominant powers, and change the world.” Disruptive innovations, in turn, are powered by the creative legal and technological exploitation of loopholes. Indeed, Netflix itself started out by legal maneuvering to exploit the first-sale doctrine to rent out DVDs through the mail. It identified an underserved consumer interest, disrupted the market’s status quo, and forced the existing industry stakeholders to create more online access to on-demand content in order to remain competitive. Justice Scalia identified this issue in his passionate Aereo dissent:

[W]hat we have before us must be considered a “loophole” in the law. It is not the role of this Court to identify and plug loopholes. It is the role of good lawyers to identify and exploit them, and the role of Congress to eliminate them if it wishes.

Courts should hesitate to drop roadblocks on this essential pathway to market growth. By doing so here, they have placed Internet retransmitters at a distinct disadvantage. Even worse, they may have discouraged other technology innovators from looking for new legal loopholes to do the same.

While the Aereo-Aereokiller web has trapped Internet retransmitters for now, its hold may be short-lived. Considering the general success of online video programming distribution and the trajectory of the FCC’s regulatory path, it is likely the market will only become friendlier to online retransmissions.
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